NEW MICROWAVE ANTENNA BROCHURE

The product selection guide dedicated to Microwave Antennas has been updated and can be accessed via the RFS website. The purpose of this comprehensive tool is to provide essential information on one of RFS’s most innovative and dynamic products line.

A brochure to cover the essentials

As Radio Link Networks Global Product Manager Emmanuel Saint-Dizier explained, “this brochure “A Comprehensive Selection Guide” primarily meets the need to have one comprehensive tool to present our Microwave antenna offering. It is an entry point to our entire offering, perfect for new customers or customers that are already familiar with the RFS Microwave antenna portfolio, before going further into the detailed documentation.” Indeed, the guide enables customers to choose the antenna category that best meets their needs and further define their selection with detailed performance specifications in an easy-to-follow, all-inclusive table.

Emmanuel further explains, “The main idea governing the selection of content was to achieve the right balance between general information and precise technical data. To do this, we opted for an organization format based on four groups of ranges (RFS CompactLine and CompactLine Easy; RFS TrunkLine Class 3, Class 2 and FCC Category A; RFS PrimeLine; and RFS Harsh Areas Line). After a general presentation of each of these groups there is a complete table of the antennas available, together with the performance of each.” Edition 2 contains several new antennas, updated electrical and mechanical specifications and several other useful features.RFS plans to update this guide as needs of the market changes and additional antennas are added to the RFS portfolio.

A complete, compact tool, “A Comprehensive Selection Guide” Edition 2 is now available on the RFS website:
(link to http://www.rfsworld.com/brochures,508,1.html)